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Welcome to K.M.-Air. We hope you will
find what you are looking for. Please
contact us if you have any questions.
Thank you and best regards,

Contact

Sales List

News
2008-11-12

Bank Crisis
The world-wide bank crisis causes cancelling of contracts in helicopter business. We also see a "change
of minds" back to smaller and cheaper helicopters, even back from twins to singles. Future will be very
exciting.

Klaus Mueller
2008-11-12

Wanted:
Bell Jet-Ranger for a 2 years lease period in Panama

2008-09-01

Reduced Price on A 109 Power
We are able to reduce the sales price of the offered A 109 Power (S/N 11083) down to € 2.960.000,--

2008-07-26

Tender for 10 Alouette II
The German Border Control is selling 10 Al II`s in kind of a tender, including spare parts, engines and
M/R Blades. K.M. Aviation Service can assist in prepurchase inspection and -actions.

2008-07-24

Wanted: AS 355 N
We are looking for an AS 355 N (not older than 5 years) for a 2-years leasing operation in Thailand

More than 30 years in helicopter cockpits
in various countries. I am pleased to
offer this experience to all my clients.

Beside brokerage we offer this additional
service:
Assistance in registration and
de-registration
custom clearances
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2008-07-19

Wanted: High Skids for Alouette II

2008-07-02

A 109 Power
A private A 109 Power in VIP configuration will be available for sale. Details coming soon.

2008-07-02

Jet-Ranger delivered to South Africa
This 206 B III left the harbour of Barcelona 2 days ago to Durban / South Africa. K.M. Aviation serves
the customer with a delivery package free Durban port.

2008-06-07

AS 350 B3 leasing to Spain
K.M. Aviation arranges a 3-years leasing contract for an AS 350 B3 from Austria to Spain (Galicia).

2008-02-19

R 44 Raven II, 2005,
This helicopter is available for dry-lease ex Germany
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2008-02-19

BK 117 C1 for lease
SP IFR, Provisions for hook, floats, winch and EMS. Ready for dry-lease for minimum 2 years.

2008-02-19

A 109 Power delivered to France
We could arrange a sale of a nice A 109 Power from Ireland to France for corporate use

2008-02-06

AS 350 B3 for lease
We offer a B3 on dry- or wet lease, for short- medium or long term contracts. Please ask for details.

2007-12-19

AS 350 B2 s/n 3224: Damages by drunken people
This offered helicopter suffered damages on painting, windows and interior by drunken people entering
the helicopter hangar during night. The offer is "frozen" now until all damages are repaired

2007-11-27

EC 130 B4 to Switzerland
KM Aviation is announcing a sale of an EC 130 to Switzerland for VIP and corporate charter, based at
Zuerich Airport.

2007-09-04

Caravan goes to Norway
K.M. Aviation could find a new Lessie for the workhorse Cessna Caravan in Norway. For the next 1-2
years the aircraft will be operated in logistical service for the oil industry along the Norwegian coastline.

2007-08-27

Powerline flights in Spain
K.M. could manage a contract for a German AS 350 B to fly thermographic control flights on powerline
in north of Spain, flying 5 hours per day.

2007-08-03

AS 350 B coming soon
We expect to offer a straight B of a private owner, very well maintained and served. Details coming next
week.

2007-08-02

Wanted
MD 500 E or MD 520 for a private customer.

2007-06-20

Welcome Romania
We have our fist business with a Romanian Aviation company and will deliver a nice Agusta Bell 206 III
from Portugal to Tuzla / Constanta.

2007-06-04

Cessna Grand Caravan for lease
A brandnew Caravan, 35 hrs since new, can be offered for dry- or wet lease contracts to any country.

2007-04-27

Flame-Out in Niger
The recently to Niger leased AS 350 B2 has had a flame-out. The pilot was able to perform a safe
autorotation landing, but due to rough terrain the blades touched the T/R drive covers. Investigators
from Turbomeca said that there is a well known phenomena of flame-outs in deserts in conditions of
high TAS, strong winds and dusty air !!?? Honestly I never have heard or read of that!

2007-03-15
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Bell Long-Ranger to Scottland
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K.M.Aviation can announce a delivery of a Bell 206 L1 to Scottland. The helicopter will be added to a
small fleet for tourist flighst
2007-03-09

Bell 47 Price Reduction
The Bell 47 G3-B1 has a reduced sales price, now € 69.000,-- !!

2007-02-28

Heliporter
I am offering a Heliporter in good condition for towing and carrying helicopters. See sales list. SORRY:
JUST SOLD

2007-02-20

AS 350 B2
An unbelievable demand for used B`s is increasing the prices extremely high. We are watching the
market carefully and expect a drop after the season in Europe has started.

2006-12-22

WANTED:
AS 355 F2 or N wanted for a leasing contract. Contact for more details.

2006-12-22

AS 350 B2 successful in Niger
A B2 has completed his first month operating in Niger for oil exploration people. The helicopter is on a
dry-lease contract - arranged by K.M. Aviation Service.

2006-11-28

K.M. Aviation in South Africa
K.M. Aviatin could manage the sale of an EC 135 T1 from Johannesburg to USA. It took month to close
the deal but finally the helicopter left Durban harbour 16.11.06 in a 40 ft. container to Baltimore.
K.M.`s service included the complete forwarding and shipping. The helicopter will be used for EMS in
Pennsylvania

2006-10-05

AS 350 BA to Switzerland
I nice BA will be prepared for delivery from Germany to Sitzerland, which shows that the 350`s still
have a great demand worldwide.

2006-08-25

Bell 206 A model back to Germany
The old but cost efficient 206 A is finally sold from Austria to a German flight school. This helicopter has
been used in the 70`s as coporate machine for a big company in Hamburg.

2006-08-23

Alouette II Tender
With the assistance of K.M. Aviation Service, a French company was awarded the contract of 6 Alouette
II + several sets of blades and special tools from the German Army.

2006-07-27

German Army sells Alouette II
The German Army has a tender so sell 5 Alouette II, SE 3130 including a lot of parts and tools. Closing
date is 15.08.06 Inspection of helicopters is possible at 08. and 09.08.06. The Base is very close to K.M.
Aviation. If someone likes I can go there.

2006-05-16

Papua New Guinea, new destination of K.M. Aviation delivery
A Long-Ranger L III will be shipped to PNG by K.M. Aviation Service. The helicopter will be used for
areal work in exploration missions. The customer expects 100 hrs. a month to fly - a tough work!
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2006-03-23

EC 135 also for lease
The EC 135 T1 which is offered in our sales list is also available for dry-lease in full EMS configuration.

2006-02-27

Flexible Mobile Water Buckets
Special deal: For fire-fighting we offer one 10.000 liter and one 70.000 liter bucket including all
mobilisation parts. Price for both together is only € 7.000,-- + VAT

2006-02-21

Coming soon:
1 Robinson R22, 1 Robinson R44, both brand new, still packed in original boxes. Ask for prices

2006-02-13

For Dry- or Wet Lease:
Bell 222 UT, Hook, Mirror, EMS + VIP configuration. AS 355 F2 Plus, upgraded F2 with 150 kg more
payload

2006-01-04

Wanted:
Floats with high skids and bottles for Bell 206 III

2005-10-19

Too many accidents !!
A lot of accidents happened in the past. Too many. Also the AS 350 B2 we are offering had a crash in
the north of Spain during slingload word. Fortunately the pilot survived but helicopter is totally
destroyed and can not offered any more.

2005-10-04

WANTED:
Bell Long-Ranger for potential customer, wanted for an immediate deal.

2005-10-02

AS 350 to Tenerife
An AS 350 B was sold by K.M. Aviation to Tenerife. K.M. ferried this nice Squirrel from Vienna to
Barcelona, where the Spanish registration will be done.

2005-07-05

Flying Doctor Service in Namibia
The AS 350 B, which was sold from Germany to Namibia, is now opening a flying doctor service in
Namibia. The helicopter if fully EMS equipped. The owner is offering an insurance package for tourists
which covers air rescue and inter-hospital flights. More information by K.M. Aviation Service.

2005-06-07

AS 350 B2 to Sweden
This helicopter is always a highlight for various operators. K.M. Aviation Service could manage a sale
from Germany to Sweden. The helicopter will be used for transport of hunters and fishermen in the
north.

2005-04-29

AS 350 left to Namibia
Stored in a container a AS 350 B left the port of Hamburg for new operations in Namibia, where a
German family has opened a new helicopter company.

2005-03-10
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Jet-Ranger sold to Switzerland
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Old Jet-Rangers in good condition still have a great group of clients and are still "money-makers" in
commercial operations. K.M. Aviation could sell a 1974 Jet-Ranger to Switzerland, lovely refurbished,
new painted and in excellent condition
2004-10-27

Long-Ranger III to Hungary
Just sold by K.M. Air: A Bell Long-Ranger III, always a valuable deal for new owners. This time the
owner is from Hungary and will start commercial flights soon with this Long-Ranger

2004-09-26

German Long-Ranger III gets an Irish flag
K.M. Air sold the ser. Nr. 51206 to Ireland. The helicopter operated in Germany for passanger transport.
The new owner is an Irish business man using it for corporate flights

details at:

Actions

2004-07-15

German Bell 222 UT for Ambulance to Spain

details at:

Actions

2004-05-16

Another AS 350 to South-East Asia?
The perfect delivery of one AS 350 BA to the People Republic of Laos might cause another contract. K.M.
Air is negotiating a 2-years dry-lease contract to Malaysia.

2003-12-04

AS 350 to Johannesburg/South Africa
D-HKMA, an AS 350 B, lifted up by airfreight from Amsterdam to Johannesburg 1 day before Christmas,
stored and packed on a 20 ft open pallett K.M. Air sold this helicopter to an eye-doctor, who likes to fly
with this Squirrel between different hospitals within South Africa for special laser-operations. During the
pre-sale meetings Klaus Mueller met Mr. Dave Mouton, owner of "Helibip", Pretoria, with whom he
arranged a joint-venture for different helicopter business in the future.

2003-11-23

R 44 from Germany to Austria
D-HIRR, a yellow-black Robinson R 44 will dissappear from the German market. K.M. Air sold this to
Austria, where the helicopter will be available for charter and training.

2003-07-15

Hughes 500 D to Norway
K.M. Air could manage a sale of one of the most beautiful Hughes 500 D from Italy (Lago Magiore) to
Norway. The helicopter was owned privatly, had an US registration but was located in North Italy. The
outfit was an extraordinary airbrush painting.

2003-05-01

Robinson R 22
Another Robinson was sold by K.M. Air from Germany to Denmark.

2003-04-10

AS 350 BA goes to Laos
K.M. Air just arranged the sale of one AS 350 BA from Germany to the Republic of Laos. The helicopter
was shipped to Bangkok, from there by truck to Vientiane, the capital of Laos. Klaus Mueller flew to
Vientiane to deliver end present the helicopter to the Government customers and to train one Laos pilot.

details at:
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Which one would you like to have?

© 2008 K.M. Aviation Service
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